
Good job using CoCo last time! Today, we are each going to write our own recipes 
and begin planning an animation along with it. 



Optional: Introduce lesson, learning goals, and resources (Slides # 2-4)
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Does everyone have what they need? 



Optional: Introduce lesson, learning goals, and resources (Slides # 2-4)



And we’ve got one more new vocab word! [read slide]



Let’s warm-up with a scavenger hunt in Scratch to remember some things in scratch. 
You will use your student slide deck to work on this while you are looking for things in 
scratch. 



Lets look closely at these blocks again and what they say-
Click "switch,
Click “think,
Click “turn
“these are commands".



Look at the blocks on the bottom of the screen, which block is the command that 
means GO or start in Scratch?

(Read out blocks?)



Right! The orange block that has a green flag and says “when ‘green flag’ clicked.” 
This will start or run our code!



Which command will make our sprite MOVE?



Correct, the blue block that says, “move ___ Steps” You would enter a number in the 
blank white oval to tell the sprite how many steps to move!



Which command would make our sprite talk or make noise? 



Right! The purple “Say ____ for  ____ secs” will tell your sprite to “say something. 
You would need to type in the text you want your sprite to say in the first space and 
the amount of “seconds” you want the sprite to speak in the next space.



Which command would make our sprite talk or make noise? 



Right! The purple “Say ____ for  ____ secs” will tell your sprite to “say something. 
You would need to type in the text you want your sprite to say in the first space and 
the amount of “seconds” you want the sprite to speak in the next space.



Let’s review vocab from last lesson. 



Here are the answers! 



Check off objectives as lesson proceeds. 



Today you are going to be using CoCo again to help plan your writing and your 
code.



Specifically, we are all going to write a piece of explanatory writing. Explanatory 
writing….[read slide]



It uses transition words that help the reader understand the sequence of commands. 
Where have you seen these before? [pause] That’s right! In CoCO! 



There are lots of times when you may wish to explain something to someone! [read 
slide]



And there are series of steps we want to follow when writing [read slide]



One great graphic organizer that helps us with this process is Coco. Coco is also 
helpful because it not only helps us plan our writing but also how we are going to 
share our writing virtually in a Scratch animation! 



Remember: Algorithms and explanatory writing are very similar. They both explain a 
sequence of steps or events. And they both need to be clear so that others, people or 
computers, can follow those steps. 



Check off objectives as lesson proceeds. 





In a moment, you will navigate to your student slide deck. In the deck is an outline for 
you. You will choose whether you want to write instructions for making lemonade or 
tea. Then you will type you instructions in. There is also a link to this document in the 
handouts, for the option to hand write your instructions. Your teacher will let you know 
what to do next. 



1. Remind students of explanatory writing and the sequence of transition words 
we have used 



Check off objectives as lesson proceeds. 



Now you will log into CoCo and select Level 4 from the drop-down menu. Then, type 
your recipe into the text boxes.

CoCo link: https://wego.gmu.edu/scratchgo/login.php



Optional support videos



Alright class, pause here and add your recipe to CoCo. 



Next we will plan our animation and use CoCo to pick the correct Scratch blocks. 



Now that you’ve got more Scratch commands in your toolkit, we are going to start 
planning out what we are going to do in Coco and, eventually Scratch, to animate our 
explanatory writing from last time. We are going to use another graphic organizer to 
plan. 

In a moment,  your teacher will give you a planning document to start planning out 
each step.  It includes a list of the options in CoCo’s “What I want to do” column 
because this tool will help you keep track of your commands as you begin working in 
Scratch. 



Remind students of CoCo’s four columns and their purposes. 



To use the planner, you will draw out what you want to happen in each step of your 
writing. Then, think about what you will need to accomplish this step.

Link: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i8e3s7zz5e01a88/U3L2_Storyboard%20for%20Scratch%
20Animation.docx?dl=0



Check off objectives as lesson proceeds. 



[read slide]


